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(Note: While every effort has been made to ensure that the Design meets the 
Requirements Specification, it is possible that the design contains errors.  If the design 
appears to conflict with the requirements, please record your findings and assumptions in 
your coursework.) 

 

 

 

 
*** Program Data Structures. 

*** These will include: 

***  Name of each player 

***  Points won by each player in current game 

***  Games & sets won by each player 

***  Whether the server is on the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 serve 

 

 

*** UCall Program 

BEGIN 

  set error_in_file_flag to FALSE 

  try to open input file tennis.txt 

  IF cannot open tennis.txt 

  THEN 

    DISPLAY cannot open file message 

    set error_in_file_flag to TRUE 

  ELSE 

    LOOP for each line in tennis.txt 

      IF this is the first line 

      THEN 

        READ the maximum_number_of_sets from tennis.txt 

        IF maximum_number_of_sets is not 1 or 3 or 5 

        THEN 

          set error_in_file_flag to TRUE 

          DISPLAY error message 

        ENDIF 

      ELSE 

        IF this is the second or third line 

        THEN 

          READ the player’s name from tennis.txt 

          remove leading zeros from player’s name 

          IF the player’s name is invalid 

          THEN 

            set error_in_file_flag to TRUE 

            DISPLAY error message 



          ELSE 

            store player’s name 

          ENDIF 

        ENDIF 

      ELSE 

        *** Should be point or other action digits 

        READ the line from tennis.txt 

        store each line for later processing 

        LOOP for each character in the line 

          IF character is not whitespace 

          THEN 

            IF character is not 0 OR 1 OR 2 OR 9 

            THEN 

              set error_in_file_flag to TRUE 

              DISPLAY error message 

            ELSE 

              IF character is 0 

                AND previous character (ignoring 9s) was a 0 

              THEN 

                set error_in_file_flag to TRUE 

              ENDIF 

            ENDIF 

          ENDIF 

        ENDLOOP when all characters in line processed 

               OR when error_in_file_flag is TRUE 

      ENDIF 

    ENDLOOP when all lines in tennis.txt are processed 

                 OR when error_in_file_flag is TRUE 

    close file tennis.txt 

 

    IF error_in_file_flag is FALSE 

    THEN 

      try to open output file calls.txt 

      IF cannot open calls.txt 

      THEN 

        DISPLAY cannot open file message 

      ELSE 

        set server to player 1 

        set receiver to player 2 

        WRITE opening match call to calls.txt 

        LOOP for each character in each stored line 

          CASEENTRY that character is 

            CASE 0 

              WRITE blank line to calls.txt 

            CASE 1 

              increment server’s points 

            CASE 2 

              increment receiver’s points 

            CASE 9 

              WRITE let call to calls.txt 

          ENDCASE 



          IF character was 1 or 2 

          THEN 

            IF either player has won the game 

            THEN 

              IF either player has won the set 

              THEN 

                IF either player has won the match 

                THEN 

                  WRITE end of match information to calls.txt 

                ELSE 

                  WRITE end of set information to calls.txt 

                ENDIF 

              ELSE 

                WRITE end of game information to calls.txt 

                swap server & receiver 

                set both players’ points won in 

                                    current game to zero 

              ENDIF 

            ELSE 

              WRITE current score in game to calls.txt 

            ENDIF 

          ENDIF 

        ENDLOOP 

        close file calls.txt 

      ENDIF 

      try to open output file scores.txt 

      IF cannot open scores.txt 

      THEN 

        DISPLAY cannot open file message 

      ELSE 

        IF the match is finished 

        THEN 

          WRITE match outcome to scores.txt 

        ELSE 

          WRITE current match score to scores.txt 

        ENDIF 

        WRITE first serve won percentages to scores.txt 

        WRITE second serve won percentages to scores.txt 

        WRITE first serve made percentages to scores.txt 

        WRITE points for each player to scores.txt 

        close file scores.txt 

      ENDIF 

    ENDIF 

  ENDIF 

 END 

 

 

 

 

End of Program Design 


